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HOG MEETS FROG - BIO 

HOG MEETS FROG was born in 2002 as a small, freaky and a little awkward baby, but quickly started 
to develop and was soon shown off more and more often in front of audiences. 
Just as a lizard loses its tail when threatened, HOG MEETS FROG lost first its drum leg and then its 
guitar arm in the first two years. Quickly the extremities grew back, but unlike the lizard's tail, the 
new legs and arm of our little band were an evolutionary step forward and allowed HOG MEETS 
FROG to gain a higher level. 
A few years later - in 2012 - HOG MEETS FROG underwent a metamorphosis and changed until it finally 
became a drummer chameleon in 2017. And so since these days ARIYAN (guitar) and PETZ (bass, 
storytelling) have been playing together with alternating drummers. 
But the goal is of course to be a complete whole again at some point, to be a fixed power trio. 

Over the years, HOG MEETS FROG has played a lot of gigs on many festivals and with many inter- and 
national bands. . . Bands such as Dog Eat Dog, J. B. O. , KNORKATOR (several times), COPPELIUS 
(several times), BEATALLICA, Freaky Fuckin' Weirdoz, TURBOBIER, Gasmac Gilmore, and many more.

Discography (title [type year]): 

- instruMENATLiced [upcoming album 2025]
- ADOLF the ant... or am i steve? [video 2024]
- ADOLF the ant... or am i steve? [single 2024 - digital]
- of snakes 'n' moles 'n' bulls 'n' dough [video (claymation) 2023]
- humANIMALization [EP 2023]
- BLACK LIVES MATTER (like all others do) [single 2020 - digital]
- holy spirit SSQUEAQUACK [album 2012]
- RUN - the hamster [video 2006]
- RUN THA FREAKS [multimedia single 2006]
- FREAKY RITES [EP 2004]
- p-hour of tha FREAKS [EP 2003 {studio session}]
- infernal promotion [EP 2003]



How to get in touch with HOG MEETS FROG

Booking (International) / Info / Press (Germany & Austria)
BOOGERproduction

+43 650 464 37 64
booking@hogmeetsfrog.com

info@hogmeetsfrog.com

Label
ECHOTUNES / LW Sonics

office@lwsonics.com

Press (international - except Germany & Austria): 
ASHER MEDIA RELATIONS (Canada)

ashermedia@gmail.com

HOG MEETS FROGs EPK @ ASHER MEDIA RELATION: 
Electronic Press Kit 

Official Website | Facebook | Twittter | Youtube | Instagram

https://hogmeetsfrog.com  |  https://facebook.com/hogmeetsfrog  |  https://www.youtube.com/@hogmeetsfrog  |   
https://www.instagram.com/hogmeetsfrog  |  https://twitter.com/hogmeetsfrog

Sales Links: Bandcamp | iTunes | Spotify | Apple Music | Other sales links

https://hogmeetsfrog.bandcamp.com  |  https://open.spotify.com/artist/1w7aaApd98EsHwRF6RbqBI  |   
https://music.apple.com/at/artist/hog-meets-frog/380835827 

Music or Lyric Videos

https://youtu.be/JQ2V2uzRhFI  |  https://youtu.be/k5uFWKUVvUs |  https://youtu.be/5CNDLMrWTuY  |   
https://youtu.be/-ijNMjMDk6M  |   https://youtu.be/KQVFV1uZEK4  |  https://youtu.be/7xWuVOczUMk  |   
https://youtu.be/bDPCWZMP5NI  |  https://youtu.be/OdHUslk8afM  |  https://youtu.be/z2m0uidIxqc
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